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Abstract
The increasing need of decarbonising energy intensive processes has risen the demand for biomass. Biomass
production, distribution and use for energy generation involve several supply chain systems of which
understanding requires a comprehensive analysis of the biomass supply chain management. The present article
maps the volume and diversity of research carried out in the production and management of biomass supply
chains for energy generation. It critically evaluates how well studies have captured multidimensional issues
pertaining the supply chain management of biomass used for energy production and identifies future research
trends in this field. The VOSviewer (Center for Science and Technology Studies, Leiden University, Leiden, The
Netherlands) and SciMat (University of Granada, Spain) tools are employed for the construction of scientific
maps that demonstrate the evolution of research in the biomass supply chain management area for energy
production. The results revealed that research on the biomass supply chain for power generation is booming,
especially in the United States, England and Italy. However, in developing nations such as Brazil, India and
China, studies are still at an infant stage. There is a rising concern about the emerging new trends related to
biomass supply chain management for energy generation, especially if clean energy aims to be a prominent place
in the global energy matrix.
Keywords: supply chain management, energy, biomass, bibliometric research
1 Introduction
Biomass is considered the most prevalent replacement of fossil fuels and is widely used in global energy
production (Iacovidou, Hahladakis, Deans, Velis, & Purnell, 2017). In the power generation sector, biomass
contributes to 9.7% of the total primary energy generation (Internacional Energy Agency [IEA], 2017); larger
than the contribution of traditional and technically well-developed sources, e.g. nuclear (4.9%), hydropower
(2.5%), wind (3.4%) and solar (1%). This is due to the fact that bioenergy, i.e. the energy produced from biomass,
is considered a readily available renewable form of energy. Renewable energy reduces greenhouse gases (GHG)
emission, while it promotes diversification of energy sources, energy security, regional development and
employment and a source of income in rural areas (Benedek, Tihamer-Tibor, & Bartók, 2018).
Air pollution caused mostly by the fossil fuels combustion can cause premature deaths, respiratory diseases and
other human health impacts (World Health Organization [WHO], 2018). In addition, air pollution can cause land
degradation, water pollution and global warming (Perera, 2017; Union of Concerned Scientists [UCSUSA],
2016), all of which are associated with high mitigation costs. Although bioenergy can address some of these
challenges, it can also present a number of implications due to biomass planting, harvesting, distribution and use.
These implications must be taken into account when assessing the sustainability of this option, especially
because of the population growth, economic uncertainties, natural disasters, political and organizational aspects
that will affect the competition between biomass demand for food, energy and bioplastics in the future.
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This indicates that a traansition to a suustainable enerrgy system requires the dessign of a reliabble and sustain
nable
supply chaain (Salimi & Vandani,
V
20188). An interest in supply chaiin managemennt (SCM) has ggrown significantly
over the ppast decades. Although
A
theree is currently an extensive body of literaature in the SC
CM of a variety of
resources, there are liimited studiess on the SC
CM of biomaass used for energy geneeration, known as
biomass-too-energy SCM
M. This could bbe attributed tto business coompetitivenesss (Olsson, Erikksson, Sjostrom
m, &
Arenud, 2016; Van Dam
m, de Klerk-E
Engels, Struik, & Rabbinge,, 2005; Vyhm
meister, Ruiz-M
Mercado, Torre
es, &
Posada, 20018), as well as to the increasing complexiity associated w
with biomass ssupply systemss and their logistics.
This is duue to the fact that
t
biomass ffor energy genneration can bbe obtained froom a variety oof sources, suc
ch as
forestry, aagricultural annd industrial rresidues (e.g.,, firewood, chharcoal, bioethhanol, biodiessel, among otthers)
(Iakovou, Karagiannidiss, Vlachos, Tooka, & Malamaakis, 2010). Itt can also be aacquired from specifically grown
energy croops (e.g., miscaanthus, switchgrass), as welll as biosolids, aanimal residuees and livestocck processing waste,
w
and the orgganic fraction of municipal ssolid waste (e.gg. food and green waste) (Iakkovou et al., 22010).
This diverrsity of biomaass sources im
mplies two keyy challenges asssociated withh biomass-to-eenergy SCM: i)
i the
geographicc dispersion of
o biomass feedstock availabbility and suppply logistics; aand ii) the ecoonomic viabiliity of
biomass uutilisation due to lower convversion efficienncies (i.e., low
wer energy dennsity per unit m
mass) compared to
fossil fuells. These challlenges and thheir interaction in the biom
mass-to-energyy supply chainn need to be well
understoodd to make bioeenergy a flexibble and adaptabble solution to local and interregional contexts (Iakovou et al.,
2010). It also has to be
b resilient too constraints rrelated to exissting infrastruucture, geograp
aphic dispersio
on of
collection areas, the techhnical-econom
mic environmeent and compeetition betweenn sectors (foodd-energy-materials)
and consum
mers (Iakovouu et al., 2010).
In this conntext, the aim of this articlee is to map thhe quantity, quuality and them
matic diversityy of studies on
n the
biomass-too-energy SCM
M that were ccarried out over the last tw
wo decades. T
This is achieveed by bibliom
metric
methods aand by the appplication of V
VOSviewer andd SciMat toolss. In addition, an analysis oof period ranges of
publicationns using the Web
W of Sciencee database is illlustrated to esstablish the quuantitative and main results of
o the
supply chaain research in the field of biioenergy, givenn the observedd development of this area inn recent years.
2. The Im
mportance of SCM
S
in Biomaass-to-Energyy Systems
The use oof biomass forr the bioenerggy productionn is already prracticed in areeas where bioomass residues are
produced, such as in foreests or in areass for sugar canne cultivation aand crops. In oorder to obtain the critical ma
ass of
biomass reesidues neededd for sufficiennt energy prodduction, multipple suppliers arre often involvved in the biomass
residues suupply chain. This
T supply chhain, also know
wn as waste biiomass supplyy chain (WBSC
C), is compose
ed of
four main steps, including: (i) collectiion of biomasss (from one oor more sites) and pretreatment; (ii) storag
ge (at
one or morre intermediatee sites); (iii) trransport (singlee or multiple leevels); and (ivv) energy conversion, as show
wn in
Figure 1 (IIakovou et al., 2010).

Figuree 1. Graphical representationn of a waste bioomass supply chain (WSBC))
Note. Adappted from Iakoovou et al. (2010, p. 1861).
Accordingg to Handfieldd, Soufre, andd Walton (20005), WBSC m
management is the integratioon of all activ
vities
involved inn a biomass-too-energy systeem presented inn Figure 1. Thhis includes exxtraction throuugh to utilizatio
on of
biomass foor energy prodduction, whichh can support thhe developmennt of an improoved supply-deemand relation
nship,
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as well ass the generatioon of associatted informatioon flow. The llatter can be extremely useeful in achieviing a
sustainablee competitive advantage. Haassini, Surti, aand Searcy (20012), who sugggested there aare six strategiically
important factors for thhe successful performance of a supply chain, also ssupport this. These are namely
transportattion, inventoryy, facilities, information, prices and supplyy. Prior to the considerationn of these facto
ors in
the analysiis of the biomaass-to-energy supply chain, it is first necesssary to understand all the coompetitive stra
ategy
of the stakkeholders and how
h it fits withh operational sstrategy.
That meanns biomass suuppliers and ennd-users shoulld strive to meeet multiples, possibly confflicting, objecttives.
Also, theyy have to deal with several ddifferent decission makers. C
Concurrently, tthey must alsoo demonstrate their
competencce in assessingg the environnmental impacts of their opperations, as w
well as the social and economic
positive annd negative im
mpacts related tto these. They must also be pprepared to acccount for any ppotentially extternal
factors thaat can put pressure on theem, especially for improvinng the sustainnability of theeir operations. The
complete rrange of all faactors that neeed to be considdered in prom
moting a sustaiinable supply chain management
(SSCM) iss shown in Figgure 2.

Figuure 2. Key factors in supportting a sustainaable supply chaain operation (Hassini et al., 2012, p. 75)
manage the diffferent components of the bioomass-to-energgy supply chain
n can
Improvingg the knowledgge of how to m
aid the usee of a variety of primary reesources for thhe bioenergy pproduction. Soome of these m
may have not been
traditionally used, such as rice husk, coconut shell or cashew nuutshell, for exaample. The disspersed geogra
aphic
distribution of biomass was
w met with widespread innterest from thhe scientific coommunity thatt sought to ide
entify
the amounnts of biomasss available inn a region prrior to the sellection of thee ideal resourcces for enactiing a
biomass-too-energy system (Skoulou & Zabaniotou, 22007).
This is repported in the sttudies of Ahm
med and Sarkarr (2018), Jeongg and Ramírezz-Gómes (20188), S. Kim, S. Kim,
and Kiniryy (2018) and Svanberg,
S
Finnnsgard, Flodenn, and Lundgreen (2018), wheere the locationn and geograp
phical
distribution of biomass and
a biorefineryy facilities waas studied. Specifically, Kim et al. (2018) ttried to identiffy the
best locatiion of biorefinneries, by conssidering a stablle supply of biomass feedstoock and low trransportation costs.
c
Ahmed annd Sarkar (2018), and Svanbberg et al. (20118) also tried to do the samee but for facilitties that use an
nimal
manure, e..g. horse manuure, and agricuultural crop ressidues, respecttively, as feedsstocks for bioffuel production
n. All
studies conncluded that thhe supply chaiin of biomass ffeedstock can be affected byy the geographhical distributio
on of
its sourcess and their disttance from the biorefineries. Also, these stuudies demonsttrated that the llogistics assoc
ciated
with biom
mass pretreatmeent, storage annd transportatioon have to be optimised. Too optimise logiistics, Gebrese
enbet,
Bosona, O
Olsson and García-Galindo
G
o (2018) prooposed the deevelopment of a system tthat improvess the
performannce of the biom
mass-to-energyy SCM system
m by improvinng the traceabiility of the prooduct in the su
upply
chain. Thiis has led to a reduction in losses, to a ggreater coordinnation of resouurces use and biomass feedsstock
quality, to a better comm
mercialization oopportunity annd to a reductioon of logistic ccosts.
In the studdy of Salimi annd Vandani (22018), there were addicionall aspects that w
were reported that may affec
ct the
biomass-too-energy SCM
M system sustaainability. These authors devveloped a matthematical moddel to conside
er the
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failures in the connection links between the biomass feedstock sources and biorefineries due to spatial
distribution and disaster impacts. They suggested that by increasing the reliability and improvement of the
connections between the two facilities, supply chain costs can be considerably reduced. Jeong and
Ramírez-Gómes (2018), who also supported this finding, applied a combined Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) and Fuzzy-MAcking Assessment Laboratory (F-DEMATEL) technique to identify suitable and
favorable sites for biomass feedstock production and utilisation, using environmental, geophysical and
socioeconomic criteria. The results of their analysis suggested that the ideal sites for biorefineries are near forests
and in areas with low transport costs. The criteria that determined the sustainability of that particular
biomass-to-energy supply chain management system were the plant cover, agricultural area, transportation cost
and potential demand. This methodology can be used to verify suitable sites for biomass plants and
decision-making in the private sector and at various levels of the government.
Regarding the safety of the residual biomass supply, Vacchiano, Berreti, Motta, and Mondino (2018) studied
how to quantify the biomass required to design the location and size of the plants for energy and heat generation.
The authors developed their research using an algorithm to measure available forest biomass using publicly
accessible Landsat satellite images, regional forest inventory data, an artificial neural network (RNA) classifier
using remote sensing information, the Improved Vegetation Index (EVI) and topography data. This combination
resulted in a biomass forest map that reported the biomass available for bioenergy production from crop residues
based on density of species-specific wood, biomass expansion factors, available volumes, forest accessibility and
topography.
Corcelli, Fiorentino, Vehmas, and Ulgiati (2018) used Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) as a research tool to study the
use of energy generated in-situ from black liquor and residual biomass to support the demands of integrated pulp
and paper mills and to reduce environmental burdens. Particularly, the partial generation of electricity and heat,
by using waste within the system, leads to a remarkable reduction of impacts in all the categories investigated.
Regarding the production process, that is another important area for the efficient supply chain management,
Vyhmeister et al. (2018) developed a study to analyse the challenge of selecting optimal technologies, especially
when considering many available alternatives. These authors consider that selecting optimal production paths
requires a shift from traditional material management practices to more sustainable practices. A case study was
developed in which there were four target areas (efficiency, energy, economy and environment) evaluated by 21
pre-selected indicators as part of a multiobjective optimization problem of a biofuel production network
consisting of four main elements: (1) raw materials management; (2) conversion technologies; (3) co-products
modernization and (4) auxiliary sections for in-situ production of raw materials and utilities. The evaluation
allowed identifying optimal networks, specific target areas with potential improvements and processing steps
with great influence on the entire network performance.
In turn, Carleton and Backer (2018) argue that integrating the different interests of decision makers involved in a
supply chain in an efficient and sustainable manner requires well-structured governance. It was researched the
existing barriers to the development of bioenergy from the perspective of supply chain actors. The conducted
interviews demonstrated the need to create subsidies, integrate bioenergy production with bio-based markets,
correct poor coordination and lack of greater shared responsibility between state agencies, industry associations
and non-profit organizations, resulting in a fragmented policy system. The authors proposed a set of measures to
correct these points.
This review has demonstrated that the use of biomass and its residues to produce bioenergy require both a more
efficient integration of the various links that make up a supply chain and a better improvement of each of these
particular links. What happens is that the development of supply chain management is based on greater studies
that seek innovation, competitiveness and greater environmental sustainability.
In this sense, to verify how the research is being developed and directed in this field, a bibliometric survey was
held. This survey mapped the volume and diversity of publications carried out in the scope of Supply Chain
Management in bioenergy to construct scientific maps from studies considered relevant. The aim of this was to
demonstrate how scientific research is evolving in this area.
3. Methodology
Bibliometric method or analysis has emerged in the early twentieth century as a quantitative tool for evaluating
the contribution of present studies in a research field and predicting their future research potential. That means
bibliometric studies aim to demonstrate the direction of science in a certain field of knowledge (Gautam, 2017).
Currently, this type of analysis is considered an established process of research evaluation, especially within the
scientific and applied fields (Ellegaard & Wallin, 2015).
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In this way, the present article is characterized as a retrospective and employs a bibliometric analysis of
secondary data. This type of analysis generates relevant information for researchers who evaluate the evolution
of scientific activity (Montero-Diaz, Cobo, Gutiérrez-Salcedo, Segado-Boj, & Herrera-Viedma, 2018) and that
examinate bibliographic material from an objective, quantitative and qualitative perspective that is useful in the
organization of information within a specific field (Albort-Morant & Ribeiro Soriano, 2016).
From a methodological point of view, bibliometric surveys can be understood as a systematic literature reviews
through content analysis, where quantitative and qualitative aspects are analysed in their structure (descriptive
research) and content criteria. A process model proposed by Mayring (2003) was adapted in our study. This
contains the following four steps:
(1) Collection and screening of data;
(2) Descriptive analysis-it involves the processing of data based on, e.g. the number of publications per year,
providing the background for later theoretical analyses;
(3) Content analysis-it involves the analysis of data into peripheral, emerging and basic themes;
(4) Material evaluation according to the relevant issues and interpretation of results.
3.1 Choice of Database
Thompson Reuters’ Clarivate Analytics database, hereinafter referred to as Web of Science, was chosen as the
main data source for gathering research outputs on the SCM of biomass-to-energy system. This database was
chosen due to its widespread use and comprehensiveness: the tool has more than 50 thousand academic books,
12 thousand periodicals and 160 thousand congress annals. The Web of Science enables a multidisciplinary view
of science and integrates all relevant sources for basic, applied research and technological innovation through
patents, scientific content web sources, open access journals, conference proceedings and conferences.
The quality and quantity of biomass-to-energy SCM studies were assessed based on studies published within the
last couple of decades. The keywords used to search in the database included the terms: “Biomass” and “Energy”
and “Supply Chain Management”. The field label used was “Topic” (TS) which selects words in the article title,
abstract and keywords. The Boolean term “AND” was used to avoid overcollection of studies that might be
irrelevant. Only English articles were researched given the innovative nature of this type of document, as well as
its greater ease of disclosure due to the adopted language.
After selecting the technical parameters, the database searching was performed. Initially, the selected period was
from 1991 to 2018. The year of 1991 was chosen because it was the period in which the indexation of the
keywords in the articles occurred (Miguéis, Neves, Silva, Trindade, & Bernardes, 2013). However, publications
that included the predefined characteristics were only found in year 2000. As a result, this year was selected as
the starting point of the analysis, with 221 articles.
3.2 Software Used
Two tools were used in the analysis: the VOSviewer and the SciMAT. The VOSviewer is a free-access
information technology program developed by Waltman and Van Eck (2012) to create, visualize and explore
academic and scientific bibliometric maps, called term maps (Van Eck, Waltman, Dekker, & Van Den Berg,
2010). A term map is a two-dimensional map in which the occurrence frequency of a specific term is defined by
the size of the label. For example, the larger the label, the higher the occurrence of the specific term. The
distance between two terms can be interpreted as an indication of the relation of these terms based on the number
of co-occurrences between them (Castillo-Vergara, Alvarez-Marin, & Placencio-Hidalgo, 2018). The analysis
made in this program considers countries, most cited authors and keywords. The main advantage of this program
is it focuses on the graphical representations of the data collected in a map, providing better insights on the
purpose, scope and scale of the research conducted. This is particularly useful in viewing large datasets and
facilitating interpretation (Cobo, López-Herrera, Herrera-Viedma, & Herrera, 2011; Dae-Hyun, Cho, Park, &
Hong, 2016). The SciMAT tool developed by the University of Granada SECABA group is an open source
software, created to carry out scientific mapping analysis in longitudinal structure. SciMAT allows the
construction of scientific maps, as well as a better visualization of evolution within a scientific area (Cobo,
López-Herrera, Herrera-Viedma, & Herrera, 2012). The system offers a diversity of resources that helps the
researcher to conduct workflows that aid the mapping of science. The following flows were established for this
research: the first one dedicated to the management of the knowledge base and its specificities, such as year and
number of publications; the second dedicated to the analysis and mapping of science; and a third stream created
to present the results and generated maps.
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Based on the methodoloogy proposed by Mayring (22003), four strrategic maps w
were constructted using SciM
MAT.
The first m
map incorporattes all the reseearch developeed, and the rem
mainder repressents an analyssis by time intterval
[2000 to 22006], [2007 too 2012] and [22013 to 2018] using the meaasures of centrrality and dennsity. By presenting
only three time intervalss, trends in pubblication patterrns could be viisualized.
Thus, accoording to the structural
s
divisions proposedd by Higuita, Awad, and Caardona (2012)), the present study
s
used quantitative indicattors to measurre the productiivity of a reseaarcher, periodiical or instituttion in terms of
o the
number off publications. These indicatoors aim to meaasure the frequuency with whiich an article, author or journ
nal is
cited in othher publicationns, as well as m
measure the coonnectivity bettween them.
In the SciM
MAT operatingg environmentt, the followingg configurationn was establishhed: i) word ass unit of analyssis, ii)
co-occurreence analysis as
a tool to buildd networks, iiii) equivalence index as a measure of simiilarity to norm
malize
networks, iv) simple algorithm used inn detection of cclusters and v)) creation of sttrategic diagraams subdivided
d into
four quadrrants shown in Figure 3 (Cobbo et al., 2012)).

Figuure 3. Themes’ division by qquadrants, accoording to SciM
Mat algorithm
mportant in thee construction of knowledge
e in a
The focal themes are thoose that are prroperly developed and are im
scientific ttopic, since thhey represent a strong centraality and involvve high densitty of research.. Peripheral themes
correspondd to themes innternally well developed, buut that are isollated from othher themes andd possess marginal
importancee in the evolution of academ
mic research. E
Emerging them
mes are those that are underrdeveloped, usually
involving exploratory annd discursive research. The basic themes are importantt subjects for the scientific field,
but they arre not adequateely developed (Castillo-Verggara et al., 20118).
4. Results and Discussion
The basic body of the iddentified literaature was compposed of 221 articles. The ddistribution of publications in the
survey perriod from 20000 to 2018 is illlustrated in Figure 4. In thee first year of analysis (20000), only one article
was publisshed on the biomass-to-enerrgy SCM, withh numbers of sstudies on thiss topic remainiing low until 2008.
2
The interest for the biom
mass-to-energyy SCM has beggan to increase in 2009, consolidating from
m 2013 onward with
an averagee of 30 publicaations per yearr until October 2018. This suudden growth oof interest can be attributed to
t the
increasing volatility in fossil
f
fuel pricces and the ennvironmental im
mpacts of fosssil fuels on thhe environmentt and
human heaalth, coupled with
w an ever-inncreasing globbal energy dem
mand. These concerns have bbeen intense in the
political aggendas and in climate debatees conventionss, as for exampple the 21a Connference of Thhe Parties (COP
P 21)
held in Parris in Decembeer 2015, in whhich the world was pressuredd for a global reeduction in CO
O2 emissions.
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F
Figure
4. Distriibution of publlications per yeear in the periood studied
M are the Uniteed States (US) with
The countrry with the bigggest number oof publicationss on biomass-tto energy SCM
54 articless, followed by Italy and Englland with 34 annd 24 articles, respectively. U
US interest is associated witth the
growing ddemand for energy and its ccommitment too reduce energgy dependencee on fossil fueels. Historically
y the
United Sttates has beenn placing greaat effort on m
maintaining aand improvingg its energy ssecurity to remain
competitivve in the internnational arenaa (Steeves & O
Ouriques, 20166; Zhang, Yanng, Sheng, Li,, & Whang, 2014).
This meanns they are coompeting for access and coontrol for rennewable energyy resources aas well (Steeves &
Ouriques, 2016; Zhang et
e al., 2014). IIn Europe (EU
U), there was ggreat emphasis on increasingg energy generation
from biom
mass to addreess the risingg concerns abbout climate and energy (Commission of the Euro
opean
Communitties, 2008, 20009). A relevannt legislation w
was formulatedd to oblige EU
U member states to increase their
renewable energy generration (Comm
mission of the European Com
mmunities, 20008, 2009). Itaaly and the United
Kingdom (UK) seem too have been thhe member stattes that have eengaged great efforts in undderstanding ho
ow to
diversify ttheir energy suupply and incrrease their bioeenergy potentiial to achieve their targets. F
Figure 5 show
ws the
amount off citation from
m studies condducted on thee biomass-to-eenergy SCM ttopic in differrent countries. The
studies connducted in thee United Statess were the most cited with 11,515 citationss in total, folloowed by the stu
udies
conductedd in England (6696 times in tottal) and Italy ((384).

Figuree 5. Mapping oof the citationss by country ussing the VOSvviewer softwaree
Regardingg the authorshiip of studies oon biomass-to-energy SCM,, the publicatiions are from numerous autthors.
Table 1 prresents the auuthors with thrree or more ppublished studiies, but the acctual number of researcherss that
published studies on thee topic of biom
mass-to-energyy SCM is up tto 668. Lam iss the researcher with the hig
ghest
number off publications (7),
( followed bby Balaman, D
De Meyer and V
Van Orshoven, with six publlications each.
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Table 1. N
Number of bioomass-to-energgy SCM publlications and tthe number off times these studies were cited
within yeaars 2000-2018
A
Authors
Lam HL
Balaman SY
D
De Meyer A
V
Van Orshoven J
C
Cattrysse D
Bonari E
D
Dragoni F
Bezzo F
Buyuktahtakin IE
E
C
Cobuloglu HI
Faaaij A
G
Garofalo P
Juunginger M
Liu YY
R
Ragaglini G
R
Routa J
Seelim H
Siikanen L
Sookhansanj S
Soowlati T
Sttampfer K
Tozzini C
V
Vonella AV

Publicatioons
7
6
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Citationns
216
59
53
53
41
25
128
128
40
40
57
7
34
5
21
56
49
32
146
61
34
21
7

h-Inddex
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
2

Avaarege
30.86
9.83
8.83
8.83
8.20
6.25
42.67
42.67
13.33
13.33
19.00
2.33
11.33
1.67
7.00
18.67
16.33
10.67
48.67
20.33
11.33
7.00
2.33

Table 1, the Hiirsch index orr h-index, was included for each author. T
This was usedd as an evidence of
Also, in T
their workk quality, as weell as an indicaation of the proominence of thhe authors in thhe field, accorrding to the number
of times thheir research was
w cited (Schrreiber, 2015). The average ccitation per autthor is illustraated more clearrly in
Figure 6.

Figuure 6. Bibliom
metric mappingg of authors thaat carried out sstudies on biom
mass-to-energyy SCM using
theVOS
Sviewer softwaare
2 studies connducted on bioomass-to-energgy SCM weree on: Energy F
Fuels (104 artic
cles),
The focus areas of the 221
E
Sciences andd Ecology (688) (Note 1). The journals thhat published most
Engineerinng (78) and Environmental
studies on the subject weere Biomass annd Bioenergy (24), Journal oof Cleaner Production (21) aand Applied En
nergy
(16). Thesse journals are ranked in the Energy Fuels and Engineerring web of Sccience categoriies and most of
o the
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agencies that funded and developed the studies are in the United States and England. Table 2 presents the 20
most cited publications on biomass-to-energy SMC out of a total of 221 articles identified on the topic.
Table 2. Most cited publications in the topic of biomass-to-energy SCM
Title

Journal

Year of
Publication

Number of
citations

Miscanthus: European experience with a novel energy crop

Biomass & Bioenergy

2000

515

Analyzing the design and management of biomass-to-biorefinery supply chain

Computers & Industrial
Engineering

2009

189

Supply chain and logistics issues of bio-energy production

Journal of Cleaner Production

2011

160

Large-scale production, harvest and logistics of switchgrass (Panicum virgatum
L.)-current technology and envisioning a mature technology

Biofuels Bioproducts &
Biorefining-Biofpr

2009

138

LCA of a biorefinery concept producing bioethanol, bioenergy, and chemicals
from switchgrass

International Journal of
Life Cycle Assessment

2010

130

Minimizing carbon footprint of regional biomass supply chains

Resources Conservation
and Recycling

2010

110

Waste biomass-to-energy supply chain management: A critical synthesis

Waste Management

2010

103

Spatially Explicit Static Model for the Strategic Design of Future Bioethanol
Production Systems. 1. Cost Minimization

Energy & Fuels

2009

103

Developing a sustainability framework for the assessment of bioenergy systems

Energy Policy

2007

98

Bioethanol supply chain system planning under supply and demand
uncertainties

Transportation Research
Part E-Logistics

2012

88

Modeling of biomass-to-energy supply chain operations: Applications,
challenges and research directions

Energy Policy

2014

76

An integrated optimization model for switchgrass-based bioethanol supply
chain

Applied Energy

2013

68

Two levels decision system for efficient planning and implementation of
bioenergy production

Energy Conversion
and Management

2007

58

A mixed integer non-linear programming model for tactical value chain
optimization of a wood biomass power plant

Applied Energy

2013

55

Regional renewable energy and resource planning

Applied Energy

2011

52

Development of a simulation model of biomass supply chain for biofuel
production

Renewable Energy

2012

48

Criteria and indicators for sustainable forest fuel production and harvesting:
A review of current standards for sustainable forest management

Biomass & Bioenergy

2011

45

Carbon and nitrogen trade-offs in biomass energy production

Clean Technologies
& Environmental Policy

2012

38

How certain are greenhouse gas reductions from bioenergy? Life cycle
assessment and uncertainty analysis of wood pellet-to-electricity supply chains
from forest residues

Biomass & Bioenergy

2015

37

Design of regional and sustainable bio-based networks for electricity generation
using a multi-objective MILP approach

Energy

2012

37

The most highly cited article, i.e., “Miscanthus: European experience with a novel energy crop” by
Lewandowski, Clifton-Brown, Scurlock, and Huisman (2000), analyses the use of miscanthus for bioenergy
generation and current options for its production. This study presents replicable findings in other parts of the
world, such as the United States. They concluded miscanthus possessed the technical capacity for heat
generation, but limitations related to its high implantation cost and need for irrigation should be taken into
account.
The second most highly cited article was from Eksioglu, Acharya, Leightley, and Arora (2009): “Analyzing the
design and management of biomass-to-biorefinery supply chain”, which discussed the logistical challenges of
supplying biomass, especially corn and soybeans, for power generation. The study presented a mathematical
model for projecting future aspects pertaining the supply chain management of biomass and its logistic
implications in the biorefinery use, contemplating the processes involved in short, medium and long-term
decision making.
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The third m
most cited artiicle, i.e., “Supply chain and logistics issuees of bio-energgy production”” (160 citations) by
Gold and Seuring (2011), presentedd a bibliomettric survey on supply chaain managemeent and bioen
nergy
productionn. It highlights the main loogistical challeenges that covver the interfaace of bioenerrgy production
n and
supply chaain managemennt.
4.1 Contennt Analysis
The study period used for
fo content anaalysis was divided into three blocks: i) 20000 to 2006; ii) 2007 to 2012; and
2013 until October 20188. During the llast two blockss (2007-2018),, there was a ggradual increasse in the numb
ber of
publicationns (181 publiccations), 34 onnly in the last yyear of the anaalysis. This inccrease was duee to the occurrrence
of climatee conferences, especially CO
OP 21, which highlighted thhe need to repplace graduallly fossil fuels with
cleaner tecchnologies to reduce greennhouse gas em
missions. Figure 7 shows thhe number off published artticles
analysed ffor each time period.
p

Figure 77. Number of aarticles per tim
me period (blocck)
In Cobo’s works, which deal with biblliometric reseaarch, the maturration level off a theme is rellated to the number
hows
of connecttions: the moree connections there is, more mature the thheme is. The diiagram presentted in Fig. 8 sh
that the reesearch theme, ‘Managemennt of the supplyy chain of bioomass for energgy generation’, is in the stag
ge of
‘maturatioon’. The themee is broad and hhas connectionns to a diverse range of topiccs such as reneewable energy, land
and water use, economy and conversioon technologies.
The most uused themes were
w
‘supply chhain’, ‘biomasss’, ‘economy’’ and ‘systems’, as illustratedd by the size of
o the
digraph sppheres. Figure 8 indicates thee direction of the topic discuussed in this research, whichh can be prove
ed by
the separatte analysis of the
t three perioods defined in tthe methodoloogical section, i.e., 2000 to 2006; 2007 to 2012;
2
and 2013 tto 2018. Periphheral themes ssuch as ‘emissiions’, ‘greenhoouse gases’ annd ‘harvest’ cann also be observed,
as well as themes that neeed better deveelopment, suchh as ‘markets’.
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Figure 8. Geeneral strategic theme map ccreated using S
SciMat
2
to 2006),, illustrated in Figure 9, the m
most relevant themes were tthe ‘indicators’ and
In the firstt period (i.e., 2000
‘renewablee energy’ in sttudies 1 and 22, respectively,, whereas ‘harrvest’ was an eemerging them
me that appeared in
three studiies. This can be
b potentially attributed to tthe fact that biioenergy was still in its infaancy, gaining more
traction. N
Nonetheless, thhe small num
mber of studies published inn this period on the biomaass-to-energy SCM
research toopic does not allow any vaalid conclusionns to be madee. The centraliity of the term
ms is related to
o the
relance: ‘IIndicators’ aree related to Sooil, Grasses, T
Technology andd Costs; ‘Rennewable-Energyy’ interconnec
cts to
Corn, Eneergy, Econom
my and Supplly-Chain; ‘Haarvest’ is asssociated with Biomass, Foorest Managem
ment,
Biorefinerry and Fuel. Taable 3 shows thhe result for eaach topic and tthe thematic diiagram (Figuree 9) accent the high
index h onn supply chain related topics in this period.

Figgure 9. Strateggic theme map (2000-2006) cconstructed ussing SciMat
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Table 3. T
Topics of the sttrategic map 20000 to 2006
Topicss
Indicaators
Renew
wable-Energy
Harveest

Documents
1
2
3

h-index
1
2
3

Centrrality
189.117
200.883
77.300

D
Density
2200
1110
664

M research increeased substantially,
In the secoond period (i.ee., 2007 to 2012) the interest on biomass-too-energy SCM
with them
mes such as ‘ssupply chain’, ‘land use change’, and ‘reesources’ gainning popularityy. Supply cha
ain is
strongly liinked with ‘ennergy’, ‘biomaass’, ‘renewable energy’, annd ‘mathematiccal modeling’,, which are in
n turn
interconneected. The peripheral themess, located in thhe upper left quadrant, werre developed innternally, but were
isolated frrom themes suuch as ‘residuues’ and ‘technnology’, whicch were partlyy classified as emerging the
emes.
Residues aare linked to ’harvest’,
’
‘indiicators’, ‘soil’ and ‘bioeconnomy’. Table 4 shows the reesult for each topic
and the theematic diagram
m (Figure 10) hhighlighting thhe high index h on Supply-Chain related toopics.
Table 4. T
Topics of the sttrategic map (22007 to 2012)
Topics

Documents

h-index

Centrrality

D
Density

Supplyy Chain
Residuues
Land uuse Changes
Resouurces
Technnology
Econoomy
Costs
Waterrs

33
22
1
5
3
9
2
1

20
2
1
5
3
9
2
1

120.330
43.544
58.51
77.200
55.066
62.766
56.300
7.09

699
733,75
466,4
388,93
300
233,42
2,,18
122,5

Figgure 10. Strateggic theme mapp (2007-2012) constructed ussing SciMat
The last peeriod interval, i.e., 2013 to 22018 (October 2018), presentts a total of ninne themes, as sshown in Figure 11
and detaileed results for each
e
theme in Table 5. Theree are four focaal themes with “Biomass” annd “Economy” with
the highesst index h. Theere are two foccal themes, “G
Greenhouse-gaases” and “Em
missions”, whicch tend to com
mbine
and becom
me just one item. Emergingg topics such as “Feedstockks”, “Fuel” annd “Waters” aare interrelated
d and
influence the issue of energy
e
generaation from bioomass, especiaally agriculturaal inputs and wastes. They also
impact in tthe supply chaain of the segm
ment.
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Figure 11. Strrategic map (2013-2018) connstructed usingg SciMat
Table 5. Sttrategic map toopics (2013 to 2018)
Topicss
Biomaass
Greennhouse-gases
Econoomy
Emisssions
System
ms
Waterrs
Feedsttocks
Fuel
Markeets

Documents
163
19
66
24
43
3
4
8
1

h-index
21
7
16
11
12
3
3
3
1

Centrrality
126.775
37.944
76.655
46.222
63.022
16.033
21.577
32.855
1.85

D
Density
778.95
220.77
110.51
110.82
88.95
33.12
33.39
33.2
225

r
Sixteen off the twenty moost cited articlees in the area oof interest of thhe present reseearch were pubblished in the range
of 2007 too 2012, with high
h
h-index values. This refflects the grow
wth of publicaations in the peeriod from 2013 to
2018. Thee most cited studies
s
are dirrectly related to the study of the biomasss-to-energy supply chain. They
indicate thhe importance and concern of the academ
my in respondding bottleneckks that hinder the exploratio
on of
alternativee sources for ennergy generatiion, such as thee issue related to the supply chain managem
ment.
At the endd of the analysiis, it was foundd that the mosst developed annd, consequenttly, the most im
mportant them
me for
the construuction and exttension of this scientific field is “biomass””, accompanieed by “bioenerrgy”, “supply chain
c
managemeent” and “optim
mization”, whiich have strongg centrality annd density. By analysing the nnetwork of the
emes,
it was possible to verifyy that research in the area off biomass suppply chain manaagement for ennergy generatiion is
focused onn the chain’s ability
a
to self-ssupply the inpuuts needed forr energy produuction, as can bbe illustrated in the
map in Figgure 12.
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Figure 12. Keyw
words: Strateggic map using tthe VOSvieweer software
In additionn to the conceern for the uniinterrupted suppply of biomaass, supply chaain studies alsso addressed issues
related to the environmeent and sustainnability, especcially in the laast period anallysed (2013-20018). In relatio
on to
these them
mes, Gonzazes et al. (2015), Hansson and Hackel (20166), and Inghelss, Dullaert, andd Bloemhof (2
2016)
studied moodels of sustaiinability criterria for solid biiomass, reverse logistics andd a systematicc approach to chain
c
sustainablee supply underr quality uncerrtainty, respecttively.
Although cross-sectionaal topics such as Economy and Waters w
were also addrressed, both inn second and third
studied inttervals. Ghaffaariyan, Brownn, Acuna and M
McGrath (20166) focused on investigating tthe economic costs
involved in logistic proccesses and Chhugh et al. (2016) conductedd an economic analysis of thhe supply chain for
alternativee biomass. In addition,
a
Elia, Baliban, and Floudas (20122), and Eranki et al. (2013) ddiscussed conc
cerns
about efficcient water connsumption.
4.2 Main R
Research Trends
In the firstt period analyssed, from 20000 to 2006, the studies were mostly concerrned with the uuse of soil and
d raw
materials ((types of biom
mass) for energgy production. However, it w
was possible tto identify som
me emerging future
f
trends, starrting from the connections oof the focal theemes, e.g., ‘rennewable energgy’ to themes ssuch as ‘econo
omy’,
which in thhe period from
m 2007 to 20122 became an important them
me. Although, from 2013 onw
ward, these themes
lost much of their attenntion (Figure 110). Moreover, in the periodd 2000-2006, tthe main them
mes identified were
crops for eenergy production (two articcles), and the ddevelopment oof indicators too optimize resoource managem
ment,
such as traansport routes and storage oof agricultural crops for biofuel productioon. The econom
mic dimension
n and
the sustainnability aspeccts related to the transitionn from the foossil economyy to the greeen economy, more
specifically in the Triplee Bottom Linee (TBL) approach (economicc, environmenntal and social aspects), started to
gain attenttion (Van Dam
m et al., 2005).
In the secoond period, i.ee., 2007 to 20112, 35 publicattions were fouund to discuss biomass-to-ennergy SCM. Du
uring
this periodd, the term “Suupply-chain” w
was consolidatted, becoming a focal themee, as well as “L
Land-use chan
nges”
and “Resoources”. This can
c influence tthe developmeent of studies of industrial eecology, industtrial symbiosiss and
discussionns around the measurement
m
oof sustainable development. It is interestinng to highlightt the appearance of
peripheral themes (whicch did not occcur in the prevvious period). This fact is iimportant becaause the peripheral
themes aree internally weell developed, but still isolaated from otherr themes. Mosst of the studiees in this perio
od of
analysis w
were related to the study of ssupply chain m
management ffor power geneeration, addresssing, in partic
cular,
mathematiical modeling of the supplyy chain (16 puublications), teechnological aaspects of enerrgy conversion
n (12
publicationns) and availabbility of biomaass (7 publicatiions).
The econoomic aspects beecame a topic of interest beinng allocated ass a basic them
me and having aas its main inte
erests
the terms:: “environmenntal” (Cucek, Klemes, & K
Kravanja, 2012); “systems””, related to cchain management
systems (P
Perez-Fortes, Lainez-Aguirrre, Arranz-Pieera, Velo, & P
Puigjaner, 20112); and “emiissions” (Meyer &
Mina, 20112; Routa, Kelllomaki, Kilsppelainen, Peltoola, & Strandm
man, 2011). Thhe economic iissue, which at
a the
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beginning (2000 to 2006) did not held density or centrality in studies related to Supply Chain Management for
energy generation, was consolidated as a focal theme from 2013.
In the last period analysed (2013 to October 2018), the focal themes detected were “Biomass”, “Economy”,
“Emissions” and “Greenhouse gases”. It is observed that the concerns are related to new inputs for energy
production, such as forests (Bruckman et al., 2018; Simoes, Dinardi, & da Silva, 2018; Vacchiano et al., 2018).
Although, in the period from 2007 to 2012, the forest residue had already occupied a prominent position among
the publications. Only in this scope were nine publications, mainly associated to optimization research and
mathematical modeling (Alam, Pulkki, Shahi, & Upadhyay, 2012; Kuhmaier & Stempfer, 2012).
Factors inherent to the definition of sustainability, i.e., the combination of economic, social and environmental
aspects, were also highlighted in this last period (14 publications), with emphasis on articles dealing with the
development and management of energy forests. Furthermore, most of the time, they are associated with
optimization research and mathematical modeling, especially in European countries (England and Italy) and the
United States and Canada.
Regarding the economic aspects, the use and productivity of the land (Tonini, Albizzati, & Astrup, 2018; Zhong
et al., 2018), life cycle (Thakrar, Goodkind, Tessum, Marshall, & Hill, 2018) and energy efficiency (Garofalo,
Campi, Vonella, & Mastrorilli, 2018) were explored. The environmental issue that was discussed by Ahmed and
Sarkar (2018) and by Hansson and Hackl (2016) addresses aspects related to emission reduction and
environmental conservation.
Ahmed and Sarkar (2018) present the advantages of supply chain management for the production of
second-generation biofuels by reducing the amount of CO2 emission. Related to this theme, Bergendahl, Sarkis,
and Timko (2018) carried out a research that can open a new field of study of Supply Chain Management,
inserting elements such as water use management in the process.
Thus, according to the observed orientation of the publications analysed from 2000 to October 2018, some
themes have been present since the beginning of the analysis. Studies on optimization and mathematical
modeling, either biorefinery localization or input mapping for energy conversion, dominated the sample being
present since its beginning, totalizing 49 articles or 22% of the publications, of which 23 were related to the use
of energy forests.
The issue related to the analysis of GHG emissions has also been discussed since 2007. Until October 2018, 36
publications were devoted to the term (16%), which sought to study ways to reduce GHG emissions not only in
the biofuel production process, but also throughout the supply chain, in order to make it environmentally and
economically more sustainable. However, given that, there is still a lack of more multidimensional evaluation
studies of the supply chain, there is a strong tendency to develop new studies and future publications on this
topic, associating it with several issues such as environment, waste resources, emissions and management
systems.
Thus, it is important to highlight that the key words selected: Biomass, Energy and Supply Chain Management
are in line with the researched literature. Despite the diversity of the words, they have managed to bring together
a range of scientific fields important for the development of science related to biomass, energy production and
SCM. The research, therefore, by means of the chosen terms expands previous works that discuss the same
subject, as for example, Seuring and Miller (2008), that they review literature on supply chain and the
dimensions of the sustainable development, providing specific tendencies to the bioenergy sector.
The research also contributes in the methodological sense to works such as Gold and Seuring (2011), which
through a literature review analyzed articles on bioenergy and supply chain management, concluding that the
most important terms related to this theme are linked to aspects such as harvesting, collection, storage and
transportation. This research, which used software algorithms to generate trends, showed that besides these
issues, economic attributes, life cycle and land use, also concentrate a large part of the debate on the SCM.
For the moment, it is important to note that the trends identified do not occur in isolation. As demonstrated at the
beginning of the study, the terms discussed here are transdisciplinary and cover several areas of research. There
were also publications that dealt with several aspects at the same time, contributing to the engagement, training
and extension of the study of the supply chain management of biomass for energy generation.
5. Final Considerations
The analysis demonstrated that biomass-to-energy SCM is a topic that has gained increased attention over the
last six years. In spite of the fact that most research on energy generation from alternative sources focuses
primarily on fuel production, engineering and biotechnology, there are groups of researchers, mainly in the
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United States, England and Italy that are focusing on exploring and assessing ways for making
biomass-to-energy SCM to emerge as a promising option for contributing to the global energy matrix in the
future.
The bibliometric analysis shows that the biomass-to-energy SCM is a global topic of concern. Countries (such as
Brazil, India, Russia and China), which theoretically would have the greatest interest because of their availability
of energy resources and continental dimensions, as well as greater difficulties in managing supply chains, have
not shown an increasing interest yet (at least from a scientific research perspective. The multi-level stakeholders
involved in the biomass-to-energy SCM will require evidence on the need of new approaches in this field,
especially as reliance on fossil fuels will need to be reduced in the future. This evidence will need to be focused
on the ability of these countries to ensure a constant supply of biomass for energy generation and to develop an
economy of scale that will control and maintain the continuous production of bioenergy.
Consequently, future research should focus on identifying key strategic areas of research within the
biomass-to-energy supply chain management where there are emerging issues of concern, such as sustainability,
technology innovation, storage and heat conservation can set the pace for transformational change. Thus, gains
in efficiency, competitiveness and compliance with environmental standards would contribute to the
consolidation of the biomass energy sector in the global energy matrix.
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